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Our science unit is all about Evolution
and Inheritance. The children will be
exploring inheritance and how variation
is created. They will be identifying how
plants and animals are adapted to suit
their environment. They will be
researching how animals have adapted
over time and what fossils can tell us
about the animals that have inhabited
the earth.

In RE we will be learning about the
religion of Hinduism. We will begin by
learning about the Hindu God Krishna
and explaining how Krishna teaches
Hindus to show love and devotion to
God. We will then move onto learning
about important features of the Mandir.
The children will also be learning the
Hindu story of Rama and Sita and
explaining why Diwali is celebrated.

Geography

Computing
In computing we will be covering a
range of units such as Computing
systems and networks: Bletchley
Park, programming and creating
media: the history of computers.
The children have so far enjoyed
learning about the different types of
secret codes and how to decipher
them.

This term’s Geography will cover a variety of
geographical skills and concepts:
map-reading; biomes, climate, vegetation
belts and a South American (Argentina)
study.
Children will be: using atlases as well as
digital maps; using reference grids to locate
places of interest; using topographical maps;
identifying human and physical features of
places of interest; identifying, linking and
comparing different biomes, climates and
vegetation belts as well as exploring and
comparing British and Argentine cultures.

Homework
●
●
●
●
●
●

10 minutes Timestable Rockstar Practice each night
20 minutes reading each night
Accelerated reader quiz or reading blog
Weekly spelling
Weekly maths homework
Weekly reading or grammar homework

All homework will be set on Google Classroom so please ensure you are signed in. If not, please come
and speak to us and we will do all we can to help.

Maths

In English we are super excited to
continue introducing our new scheme
‘The Write Stuff’. Our Literacy cycle this
term will include a narrative called ‘The
Journey’ and a Non-Chronological report
on the Origin of Species which links in
with our Science topic.
In these lessons children will be taught
grammatical skills and shown how to
stack a sentence. Each lesson will build
up and work towards their final piece of
writing.

This term’s maths will cover five
different areas.
Place value - using and calculating with
negative numbers as well as rounding
whole and negative numbers.
Time - we will be recapping telling the
time as well as using 24-hour clocks then
moving on to calculating time intervals,
finishing off with time word problems
including timetables.
Geometry - describing positions on all
four quadrants
We will also have the opportunity to
revise areas of multiplication, division,
fractions, decimals and percentages.

Reading
We will be working on the different
elements of skilled reading with a variety
of text types as well as learning
techniques on answering detailed
comprehension questions. We will be
practising specific skills such as:
summarising; understanding vocabulary;
viewpoints; the author’s intent;
inference and more, in greater detail.

PE
Orchard PE: Monday
Meadow PE: Tuesday
Netball - Children will be developing: a
range of netball passes; netball’s unique
movement; creating space; attacking and
defending and shooting in small and
large-sided games.
Basketball - Children will be developing:
protective dribbling; creating space;
tactical awareness; defensive techniques;
accuracy in scoring in small and
large-sided games.

Useful sites
Accelerated reader
https://ukhosted1.renlearn.co.uk/1894748/Public/RPM/Login/Login.aspx?srcID=s
https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student
https://www.mathplayground.com/grade_5_games.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/zbr9wmn

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhrrd2p

